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Abstract—The aim of this paper was to investigate the
usefulness of multiscale morphological analysis in the
assessment of atherosclerotic carotid plagues. Ultrasound
images were recorded from 137 asymptomatic and 137
symptomatic plaques and were converted to binary images at
low, middle and high intensity intervals based on structural
morphology . Low images represent low intensity regions
corresponding to blood, thrombus, lipid or hemorrhage,
whereas high images describe the collagen and calcified
components of the plaque. Middle image describe image
regions that fall between low and high components. The
morphological pattern spectra were computed and several
classifiers like the K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), the Probabilistic
Neural Network (PNN), and the Support Vector Machine
(SVM) were evaluated for classifying these spectra into two
classes: asymptomatic or symptomatic. The highest diagnostic
yield achieved was 67% that is slightly lower than texture
analysis carried out on the same data set.
Keywords— Ultrasound plaque imaging, morphology,
multiscale analysis, texture analysis, stroke assessment,

I. INTRODUCTION

H

igh-resolution ultrasound has made possible the
noninvasive visualization of the carotid bifurcation and
for that reason it has been extensively used in the study of
arterial wall changes; these include measurement of the
thickness of the intima media complex (IMT), estimation of
the severity of stenosis due to atherosclerotic plaques and
plaque characterization [1].
During the last decade, the introduction of computer aided
methods and image standardization has improved the
objective assessment of carotid plaque echogenicity, and
heterogeneity [2], and has largely replaced subjective
(visual) assessment [1], that had been criticized for its
relatively poor reproducibility [3].
Previous studies investigated the usefulness of texture
analysis [4]-[8], and more recently, morphological analysis
was also used [6]-[8] towards the development of a
Computer Aided Diagnostic (CAD) system for the
classification
of
asymptomatic
and
symptomatic
atherosclerotic plaques. These studies gave promising
results. The objective of this study was to investigate the
0-7803-8740-6/05/$20.00 ©2005 IEEE.

usefulness of multiscale morphological analysis in the
aforementioned classification, and compare the findings with
other studies.
In this paper, section II describes the material, image
acquisition, normalization and segmentation of plaque
images. Sections III and IV describe the multiscale
morphological analysis and the classification algorithms,
respectively. Section V gives the results and section VI the
concluding remarks.
II. MATERIAL, IMAGE ACQUISITION, NORMALIZATION AND
SEGMENTATION
A total of 274 carotid plaque ultrasound images (137
asymptomatic plaques and 137 symptomatic plaques
associated with retinal or hemispheric symptoms (33 stroke,
60 TIA, and 44 AF). Patients with cardioembolic symptoms
or distant symptoms (> 6 months) were excluded from the
study. Asymptomatic plaques were truly asymptomatic if
they had never been associated with symptoms in the past
associated with retinal or hemispheric symptoms (Stroke,
TIA or AF), i.e. unstable plaques.
The ultrasound images were collected in the Irvine
Laboratory for Cardiovascular Investigation and Research,
Saint Mary’s Hospital, UK, using an ATL (model HDI 3000
- Advanced Technology Laboratories, Seattle, USA) duplex
scanner with a linear broadband width 7-4 MHz
(multifrequency) transducer, at approximately a resolution of
20 pix/mm.
The images were normalized manually by adjusting the
image linearly so that the median gray level value of blood
was in the range of 0-5, and the median gray level of
adventitia (artery wall) was in the range of 180-190 [9]. The
scale of the gray level of the images ranged form 0 to 255.
This normalization (i.e. using blood and adventitia as
reference points) was necessary in order to extract
comparable measurements in case of processing images
obtained by different operators or different equipment [9].
The plaque identification and segmentation tasks are
quite difficult and were carried out manually by a physician
or vascular ultrasonographer who are experienced in
scanning. The main difficulties are due to the fact that the
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plaque edges cannot be distinguished from blood based on
brightness level difference, or using only texture features, or
other measures. Also calcification and acoustic shadows
make the problem more complex. Thus, acoustic shadows
were excluded. A system for facilitating the automated
segmentation of carotid plaque based on snakes is currently
under development by our group [10].
III. MULTISCALE MORPHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS
Morphological features are motivated from the need to
study the basic structure of the plaque. We used a multi-level
approach where the image intensity was thresholded at three
different levels to generate binary images corresponding to
different structural elements in the images (see (1)). The first
set of binary images ( lowimg ) represents low intensity
values that are considered to be difficult to see against low
intensity backgrounds. Structurally, these low intensity
regions correspond to blood, thrombus, lipid or hemorrhage.
Structurally, binary images corresponding to high intensity
values ( highimg ) describe the collagen and calcified
components of the plaques. The second set of binary images
( middleimg ) describes image regions that fall between low
and high intensity components. For each plague image img,
we used:
lowimg
middleimg
highimg

^ x, y
^ x, y
^ x, y

such that img x, y  25`
such that 25 d img x, y d 50`
such that 50<img x, y

(1)

any directional selectivity. The size distribution measures the
presence of blob components of radius proportional to the
positive index of the Pattern Spectrum. Similarly, the size
distribution of the presence of holes is proportional to the
negative index of the Pattern Spectrum. We will next
provide a mathematical description of the Pattern Spectrum.
We consider pattern spectra based on a flat ' ' structural
element B , made up of 5 pixels. The Pattern Spectrum is
defined in terms of the Discrete Size Transform (DST).
We define the DST using [11], [12]:
f o (..., d k ( f ; B),...d1 ( f ; B), d0 ( f ; B),...., d1 ( f ; B),....., dk ( f ; B),....)

where

dk ( f ; B)

 fokB  fo ( k  1) B , k t 0
,
®
¯ f x k B  f x ( k  1) B , k d 0

o denotes an open operation, and x denotes the close
operation. The binary DST is a multi-resolution image
decomposition scheme, which decomposes an image f into
residual
images f $ kB  f $ k  1 B ,
for k ! 0 ,
and

f x k B  f x ( k  1) B for k  0 . The pattern spectrum of a
binary image f, in terms of a structural element B, is given
by:

`

to generate the binary images for the analysis.
To recognize the morphological features of the image
components, we comment on the topology of the binary blob
(white) components. The blob-components in the lowimg
and the highimg are made up of solid (without holes)
components. On the other hand, the blob-components of the
middleimg are filled with holes that correspond to the lipid
cores of the highimg .
The morphological pattern spectra defined in terms of the
binary images aim at describing the different size
components that are of diagnostic interest. For example, if
the plaque image is captured as a single white component in
the lowimg or the highimg , then the plaque structure is
considered to be stable with little chance for rapture. Also, if
the lipid core regions are made up of small scattered
components, these are not considered to be dangerous.
The most dangerous cases occur when the intermediate
regions in the middleimg appear to be very thin. A
somewhat less dangerous case occurs when these regions are
relatively thick.
In morphological image processing, we proceed to
characterize the size distributions of both the blobcomponents which appear white, and the hole-components
which appear black. For describing these components, we
consider a cross structural element (‘+’) that does not exhibit

Pf ;B (k )

d k ( f ; B)

° fokB  fo( k  1) B , k t 0
®
°̄ f x k B  f x ( k  1) B , k d 0

where
f

¦f

x, y ,

f x, y t 0 .

x, y

We note that in the limit, as k o f , we have that the
resulting image f $ kB  f $ k  1 B converges to the zero
image. Also, we note that with increasing values of k ,
f $ kB is a subset of the original image. For k t 0 , we may
thus normalize the Pattern Spectrum by dividing by the norm
of the original image f . Similarly, as k o f , by using
constant extensions for extending binary images at their
boundaries, f x kB converges to NM max f x, y , where it
is assumed that the image is of size N by M . Hence,
for k  0 , we can normalize the pattern spectrum by dividing
by NM max f x, y  f . Thus, to eliminate undesired
variations, all the pattern spectra were normalized. As
mentioned earlier the pattern spectra were computed for
three binary images, corresponding to low, middle, and high
image intensity values.
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IV. CLASSIFICATION TECHNIQUES
The diagnostic performance of the morphological features
was evaluated with three different classifiers: the K-Nearest
Neighbor (KNN), the Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN),
and the Support Vector Machine (SVM). These classifiers
were trained to classify the morphology features into two
classes: i) asymptomatic plaques or ii) symptomatic plaques
associated with retinal or hemispheric symptoms (Stroke,
TIA or AF), i.e. unstable plaques.
The statistical pattern recognition KNN classifier was
investigated using the Euclidean distance and k=7.
Moreover, classifiers based on PNN [13] and SVM with
Gaussian Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernels were
investigated [14].
The leave-one-out estimate was used for validating the
classification models. A total of 274 subsets of size 273
were used for training the classifiers, and the performance of
the classifiers was evaluated on the remaining one subset.
V. RESULTS
The mean morphological pattern spectra that gave the best
classification results are summarized in Fig. 1. For plaque
image regions with low image intensity, we compute the
mean cumulative distribution functions (cdf) for the
openings, which constitute the positive part of the pattern
spectrum, (Fig. 1.a) and the closings, for the negative part of
the spectrum, (Fig. 1.b). For plaque image regions with
image intensity in the middle range, we show the mean
probability density function for the closings in Fig. 1c. The
spectra are plotted against the radius (in mm) of the circular
structural element that was used.

From Fig 1.b we see that the mean symptomatic (close)
cdf is above the mean asymptomatic cdf. We say that the
symptomatic cdf is stochastically larger than the
asymptomatic cdf. This implies that dark regions in the
symptomatic cases were somewhat closer together, leaving
smaller "holes" between the dark regions. Another important
feature of this figure is that all the "holes" were found to be
of a diameter that is less than 3.6mm (3.6mm = 2*1.8mm).
From Fig. 1.b, we see that the mean cumulative
distribution functions for the (open) cdfs are very close
between the symptomatic and asymptomatic cases. From the
graph intersections around 1mm and 3.6mm, we infer that
the dark regions in the symptomatic plaques have shown
increased presence within these two sizes.
From Fig. 1.c, we can see that the mean (close)
probability density function for the asymptomatic plaques
lies well above the symptomatic plaques for radii in the
neighborhood of 1mm. This implies that mid-range intensity
regions below 2mm diameter (2mm=2*1mm) showed a
stronger presence in the asymptomatic cases.
Morphology features for low, medium and high images, as
described in section III were used in order to classify images
using the KNN, PNN and SVM classifiers. The
dimensionality of the features vector was reduced using PCA
to account for 98% of the total variance. Table I illustrates
the results from these classifiers and the different
morphology sets. The use of PNN and SVM classifiers
significantly improved results, compared to those of KNN.
For the PNN classifier, the highest diagnostic yield (DY) of
62% was achieved using the left part of the pattern spectra
(close) from the mid intensity images with PCA. For the
SVM classifier, the highest DY was achieved for the same
pattern spectra as for PNN with a DY of 67%.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

a

b

c
Fig. 1.
a) Mean cumulative distribution function (cdf) plots for images
thresholded at a low threshold, for the openings. The asymptomatic plot is
plotted with a solid line, while the symptomatic plot is plotted with a dotted
line b) Mean cumulative distribution function (cdf) plots for images
thresholded at a low threshold, for the closings. The asymptomatic plot is
plotted with a solid line, while the symptomatic plot is plotted with a dotted
line c) Mean probability density function (pdf) plots for images thresholded
at the middle range, for the closings. The asymptomatic plot is plotted with
a solid line, while the symptomatic plot is plotted with a dotted line

Morphological features help us understand the interrelations among different intensity regions. We have
examined morphological results from dark, mid-range, and
high intensity regions. We have found that there was
significant overlap between the pattern spectra coming from
symptomatic and asymptomatic plaques. Furthermore, as we
expected, probability density function (pdf) estimates were
visually verified to be noisier than cumulative distribution
function estimates. For larger morphological components,
the pdf started to drop, and the variance in the estimates
increased significantly. Thus, most of the discriminating
power was concentrated in the smaller components, around a
radius of 1mm.
The results in this study are comparable with previous
work carried out with different datatasets [5]-[8], as well as
by another group [4]. In [5], the highest diagnostic yield
achieved was 73% using the self-organizing map (SOM)
classifier and multiple texture feature sets and combing
techniques. In [6], it was shown that morphological features
compare well with the most successful texture feature sets
and provide additional information for the identification of
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individuals at risk of stroke. The combination of morphology
and texture features slightly increases the diagnostic yield
[6]-[8].
TABLE I
PERCENTAGE DIAGNOSTIC YIELD (DY%) OF MORPHOLOGICAL
FEATURES USING KNN k=7, PNN, AND SVM CLASSIFIERS, FOR
THE CLASSIFICATION OF TWO CLASSES OF PLAQUE (FOR 137
SYMPTOMATIC AND 137 ASYMPTOMATIC PLAQUES)
Morphology
features

KNN (k=7)
DY %
Orig.

PCA
(98%)

PNN
DY%
Orig.

SVM
DY%

PCA
(98%)
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